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News from OCC members

G

wen Compton-Engle writes: Dear OCC
Members (especially high school Latin
teachers), I’d like to call your attention to a
four-year full-tuition scholarship offered by
John Carroll University each year to an entering
student who plans to major in Latin, Greek,
or Classics. Further information about the
Castellano Scholarship, including instructions on
how to apply, can be found at http://www.jcu.edu/
language/Castellano_Scholarship.htm. Please
feel free to contact me at gcomptonengle@jcu.
edu or 216-397-1969 if you have any questions.
Pass the word along to your students!

J

ohn Breuker writes: I want to remind you of the
honors to several Ohio teachers and students
in last spring’s Classical Association of the
Middle West and South (CAMWS) Translation
contest so that they too can be recognized. Ohio
had one cash award winner (the top category) in
Kyle Schieffer, a student of Jo Heim Green at
Westlake High School. Ohio also had four Book
Prize Winners (the second category of prizes)
in Jared Dunnmon, a student of Larry Dean at
The Summit Country Day School in Cincinnati;
Elizabeth Foster, a student of Jeff Cronheim at
Western Reserve Academy; Michael Libertin,
a student of Joseph Zebrak at Cleveland’s St.
Ignatius High School; and, finally, Hugh Potter,
a student of Stephanie Evans-Miller at Granville
High School.
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News from OCC members, continued

M

ary-Jo Behrensmeyer writes: In 2003, for
the bicentennial of Ohio, Governor Taft
requested that a book be written featuring the
200 “Women of Influence” in Ohio. In l999 I
was inducted into the Ohio Women’s Hall of
Fame as a result of the archaeology I have done
as well as a text I wrote for the Indianapolis
Public Schools while teaching Latin. The text
was basically a derivatives text to raise the
reading scores of inner-city students. The text
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proved very successful, however federal funding
for busing stopped, and thus my program.
Anyway, as a result of my induction into the
Women’s Hall of Fame and later successes, I
was nominated for inclusion in this book and
my name appears in it. On October 27, 2006,
I was invited to the Governor’s Mansion for a
reception from 2-4 to honor my nomination,
as well as the other ladies (those still alive)
included in the book.

Letter from the Editor

D

ear Colleagues: This issue of Humanitas
presents versions of several papers presented at the recent Ohio Classical Conference
meeting in Cincinnati last October. Some of
these papers focus on archaeology, including
a presentation on “Archaeology in the High
School Classroom” by Mary-Jo Behrensmeyer
and a paper on the reconstruction of Athens after
the Persian destruction by Kathleen Lynch. Jed
Thorn considers the career of the artist Lysippos, while Judith de Luce provides an abstract
of her paper on the use of Homer by the modern
authors A.E. Stallings and Margaret Atwood.
Many OCC members have already received
an email from Rita Stroempl, President of the
Ohio Foreign Language Association, regarding
the role of foreign language instruction in the
Ohio core curriculum. If you’re not already in
the OCC email directory, or if your address
is incorrect, please submit updated information at the OCC website: http://www.xavier.
edu/OCC

OCC members have also received several invitations to join the Classical Association of the
Middle West and South (CAMWS) in previous
issues of Humanitas. One further incentive for
joining CAMWS this year might be the fact that
the annual conference is being held in Cincinnati this April. Please see page 16 for further
details.
Deadlines for material for the next two issues
are 1 March and 1 August. Please submit material of interest from the media, articles you
have written, papers you have delivered, or
reflections on the profession to:
Neil Bernstein
Department of Classics and World Religions
210 Ellis Hall, Ohio University
Athens, OH 45701
740-597-2100 (tel), 740-597-2146 (fax)
bernsten@ohio.edu
Thank you very much.
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Archaeology in the High School
Classroom

▪ Mary-Jo Behrensmeyer, Mount Vernon High School,
mbehren@mt-vernon.k12.oh.us

A

rchaeology has always been the
“laboratory” of the classicist. As
little as 25 years ago, archaeologists were
deemed strange remote characters, not really
concerned with the present. For three valid
reasons, this perception of archaeology has
changed: 1. a widening interest in the past,
especially man’s past cultural activities. 2.
archaeologists are now devoting their time
to setting out their results in intelligible
form, and 3. the Indiana Jones sequence
of movies. No reasonably educated person
can, or should, now be unaware of the new
perspective of the past which archaeology
provides. But today’s public does not now
the true nature of this science for which it
shows an instinctive affection.
The true archaeologist is a craftsman, a scientist, and an historian. His or her craft is
the reconnaissance and discovery of ancient
sites and artifacts by their careful excavation
and restoration. Your students can become
amateur archaeologists. They can have the
opportunity to survey, dig, examine, interpret
and reconstruct a copy of an ancient artifact:
Greek, Roman, Judean and/or Etruscan (sans
the adventure of Indiana Jones). They will
utilize scientific techniques from the analysis of the humus (dirt) to the use of physical science to write a part of human history.
Kristal Education produces archaeology kits

of volcanic pumice, ash, dirt and rock which
“house” broken copies of artifacts from
Greece, Rome and Pompeii for the purpose of
in-house excavation.
Archaeology is the branch of learning which
studies the material remains of man’s past.
Although a classical education in Latin brings
its pupils into intimate contact with great
literature like the Aeneid, on the other hand
it leaves them almost totally ignorant of the
artistic heritage of the ancient world. Archaeology can be an essential accompaniment to
the study of ancient languages. An in-house
archaeological dig would allow an in-depth,
hands-on study of the material culture of ancient societies.
Materials:
Contact: Ancient Coins in Education
<www.kristaleducation.com/shopping/archaeology/archeologykits.htm >
Assistance:
Contact: Mary Jo Behrensmeyer
mjbehrens@hotmail.com
Financial assistance:
Contact: The Martha Holden Jennings
Foundation
<www.mhj.org>
H U M A N I T A S
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A.E. Stallings and Margaret Atwood
Revise Homer: An Abstract
▪Judith de Luce, Miami University, delucej@muohio.edu

A

licia Ostriker has written that mythology
appears to be “inhospitable terrain” for
a woman writer (Thieves of Language,” Signs
8, no. 1 [1982]: 68-90). In this paper I will
discuss two women writers, A.E. Stallings
and Margaret Atwood, who have successfully
traversed that terrain as they revise Greek
tradition. This is an exciting time to consider
what happens to Greek mythology in the
hands of contemporary writers. By 2038
the Canongate publishers series, “Myths”,
will have seen into print 100 writers such
as A. S. Byatt and Alexander McCall Smith
retelling some of the world’s most influential
myths. The series began in 2005 with the
publication of Karen Armstrong’s A Short
History of Myth, accompanied by Jeanette
Winterson’s Weight and Margaret Atwood’s
The Penelopiad.
Margaret Atwood is one of the most accomplished Canadian writers, perhaps
best known for such novels as The Edible
Woman and Handmaid’s Tale, but she is
also a fine poet and critic. At the University of Toronto, she studied British literature and encountered Northrop Frye and
his work on myth and metaphor. Critics
have called Stallings one of the most important young American poets. Trained in
classical studies at the University of Georgia and Oxford University, her Archaic

Smile (1999) includes many poems which
revise the classical tradition.
Both writers have tackled stories and characters from Homer. Using a selection from
Atwood’s “Circe/Mud Poems” for inspiration, I will look primarily at what she and
Stallings have made of Penelope in The
Penelopiad and Stallings’ “The Wife of
the Man of Many Wiles”. Both reconsider
Penelope’s story, asking what she was up
to while Odysseus was away. Both emphasize the power of narrative, the manipulation of readers’ expectations when a
story is told differently. In addition, both
challenge us to consider how the classical
tradition may be revised to tell the stories
of women in women’s voices.
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The Wife of the Man of Many Wiles
		
A. E. Stallings

From “Circe/Mud Poems”
Margaret Atwood

Believe what you want to. Believe that I wove,
If you wish, twenty years, and waited, while you
Were knee-deep in blood, hip-deep in goddesses.

When you look at nothing
What are you looking at?
Whose face floats on the water
Dissolving like a paper plate?

I’ve not much to show for twenty years’ weaving—
I have but one half-finished cloth at the loom.
Perhaps it’s the lengthy meticulous grieving.
Explain how you want to. Believe I unraveled
At night what I stitched in the slow siesta,
How I kept them all waiting for me to finish.
The suitors, you call them. Believe what you want
to.
Believe that they waited for me to finish,
Believe I beguiled them with nightly un-doings.
Believe what you want to. That they never
touched me.
Believe your own stories, as you would have me
do,
How you only survived by the wise infidelities.
Believe that each day you wrote me a letter
That never arrived. Kill all the damn suitors
If you think it will make you feel better.

The new Ohio Classical
Conference website
http://www.xavier.edu/
OCC

It’s the first one, remember,
The one you thought you abandoned
Along with the furniture.
You returned to her after the other war
And look what happened.
Now you are wondering
Whether to do it again.
Meanwhile she sits in her chair
Waxing and waning
Like an inner tube or a mother,
Breathing out, breathing in,
Surrounded by bowls, bowls, bowls,
Tributes from suitors
Who are having a good time in the
kitchen
Waiting for her to decide
On the dialogue for this evening
Which will be in perfect taste
And will include tea and sex
Dispensed graciously both at once.
She’s up to something, she’s weaving
histories, they are never right,
she has to do them over,
she is weaving her version,
the one you will believe in,
the only one you will hear.
H U M A N I T A S
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Portrait of the Artist: Lysippos as
Literary Legend
▪Jed Thorn, University of Cincinnati, thornjm@email.uc.edu

T

he fourth century BC was one of the
most formative periods in the history
of ancient art. Evolving tastes and shifting
markets led to bold new trends in Athenian
vase-painting, while large-scale painters
were beginning to fully exploit advances in
shading, perspective, and depth. Sculptors
were pioneering new ways of distilling the
character of human beings and translating it
into bronze and marble. The arresting realism
of Hellenistic and Roman portraiture has its
roots in the fourth century BC.
Among these influential sculptors, Lysippos
tends to separate himself from the crowd—
not because of the statues he has left behind,
but because of the breadth and depth of interest ancient authors had in him. There are
more than one hundred references to Lysippos and his work in ancient Greek, Roman,
and Byzantine authors. However, this wealth
of literary material finds little support in the
archaeological record. Despite the fact that
Lysippos has been the subject of a recent 500page museum exhibition catalogue (Lisippo:
l’arte e la fortuna, ed. Paolo Moreno, Milan: Fabbri, 1995), there isn’t a single piece
of surviving sculpture that can be attributed
to the artist with certainty. Not one. Consequently, scholars have been forced to study an
artist without his art—a methodological

challenge that can be both nerve-racking and
exciting.
The closest thing we have to a biography of
Lysippos is a famous passage in Pliny’s Natural History (34.61-65). The extent and detail
of Pliny’s discussion have made it the logical starting point for all studies of Lysippos.
Pliny begins with some basic facts about the
artist’s origins: We learn that Lysippos was
from Sikyon, a small city near Corinth, and
that he was originally a bronzesmith before
he turned to sculpture. After a few words
about the artist’s early influences, Pliny proceeds to summarize some of his more famous
works. These include a man scraping himself
with a strigil; a chariot driven by the sun-god
Helios; and various portraits of Alexander the
Great and his companions.
The passage closes with a brief but invaluable
discussion of the Lysippan stylistic canon.
Pliny summarizes the specific advances that
defined Lysippos’s style and distinguished
him from his predecessors. The sculptor’s defining characteristic was his “subtlety of carving, maintained in even the smallest details.”
We are told that Lysippos rendered the hair in
greater detail, and that he intentionally made
his heads smaller, his bodies slenderer and
tauter in order to give his figures the appearance of height. This last advance makes more
H U M A N I T A S
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sense in light of a saying attributed to Lysippos at the end of the passage: while previous
sculptors made men as they really were, he
made them as they appeared to be. This statement, though somewhat cryptic, suggests that
the area in which Lysippos made the greatest
strides was in the cultivation of optical experience. In other words, he wasn’t interested in
sculpting the human body to its exact skeletal
proportions. He wanted to experiment with the
human form in ways that replicated the tricks
and quirks of human vision.
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Additionally, the Vatican scraper is a precise
embodiment of the Lysippan canon as related
by Pliny. It exhibits the naturalistic hair, smaller head, and elongated body of Pliny’s description, and we can probably grasp the meaning
of Pliny’s “subtlety of carving” in the impressive subtlety of the muscle rendering. One
can somehow sense the tension and torsion of
musculature without actually seeing it.

The Vatican scraper has been widely accepted
as the best tangible expression of Lysippos’s
style. However, it is also widely acknowledged
The specificity of this passage has suggested to that this statue was most certainly not carved
some that Pliny was working from a stylistic
by Lysippos. The awkward tree-trunk suptreatise written by Lysippos or someone close- port is a red flag that reveals this sculpture to
ly connected with his school. It has thus been
be a marble copy of a bronze original. Pliny,
viewed as a reliable index for what the artist’s Plutarch, and other ancient authors give the
statues might have actually looked like. Since impression that Lysippos worked exclusively
the nineteenth century, scholars have been tak- in bronze. We can never know definitively
ing Pliny out of the library and into the muwhether the Vatican scraper is an exact replica
seum, trying to correlate his descriptions with of the scraper mentioned by Pliny, faithful in
extant works.
every detail. However, even though Pliny is
the only ancient author to mention this statue,
However, given the complete lack of original
he makes it clear that it was a very famous
works signed by Lysippos, this type of sleuth- work in his day. It was stolen by Marcus
ing has led to attributions that can be characAgrippa and dedicated in front of his baths,
terized as optimistic, tenuous, or—at worst—
and the emperor Tiberius eventually appropriflat-out impossible. That said, there is one
ated it for display in his own bedroom, to the
statue in the Vatican Museum that has been
great disappointment of the Roman populace.
connected to Lysippos securely and convincIt was a famous work by a famous sculptor,
ingly (http://www.sikyon.com/sicyon/Lysipand was, as such, a good candidate to be faithpos/lysip_egpg1.html). It represents an athlete fully reproduced in Roman-era marble.
scraping sweat, grime, and scented oil from his
body after a day at the gymnasium. For startAnother element of Lysippos’s career that
ers, it is precisely this type of figure—a youth demands our attention is his connection with
scraping himself—that Pliny mentions first in Alexander the Great. This connection, though
his inventory of famous Lysippan sculptures.
broadly attested by ancient writers, has proved

H U M A N I T A S
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elusive archaeologically. Nearly half of the
Lysippan works mentioned by Pliny have
something to do with Alexander. According to
Pliny, Lysippos sculpted a group called “Alexander’s Hunt,” dedicated at Delphi; a group
called “Alexander’s Squadron;” a portrait of
Hephaistion, Alexander’s closest friend; and,
finally, many portraits of Alexander beginning
from his boyhood.

Issue 2

to Lysippos’s scraper, there are no less than 25
references to Lysippan portraits of Alexander.
Yet there isn’t a single surviving bronze original that can be attributed to Lysippos with any
confidence.

Indeed, bronze may be the operative word
here. In discussing the scant archaeological
evidence for the artist’s activity, it is important
to keep in mind that he worked exclusively in
Other literary testimony takes this relationship this medium. While marble sculptures could
a step further, suggesting that Lysippos was
be broken, battered, and beheaded, the mateso successful at translating the king’s characrial itself could not easily be reused. A bronze
ter into bronze that Alexander demanded an
statue, however, could be taken from its base
exclusive arrangement. In the Natural Hisand melted down in a heartbeat once its artory, Pliny says that Alexander employed three tistic relevance had run its course. Despite
portraitists exclusively: Apelles for painted
the sad fate that awaited most Greek bronzes,
portraits, Pyrgoteles for gems and coins, and
Lysippan bronzes seem to have enjoyed an
Lysippos for bronze statues. Plutarch explains unusually long post-classical afterlife. We
what it was about Lysippos’s portrait style that have already seen how the scraper—originally
impressed his royal patron: He writes, “Aldedicated somewhere in Greece—ended up
exander ordered that Lysippos alone should
in Rome thanks to Marcus Agrippa. A colosmake his portraits. For only he, it seemed,
sal seated Herakles of Lysippos may have
brought out his real character in the bronze.
taken the longest and most circuitous journey:
Other sculptors, in their eagerness to imitate
Originally dedicated at Tarentum in South
the turn of his neck and the liquid shine of his Italy, it was taken to Rome after the city’s
eyes, failed to preserve his manly and leonine conquest. From there it was transported to
nature.”
Constantinople circa 300 AD, where it was
finally destroyed in the pillaging of the Fourth
Hints of these traits have been found in a num- Crusade in 1204—1,500 years after Lysippos
ber of marble Alexander heads; but whether
conceived it.
these are direct copies or only echoes of Lysippan originals remains a point of contention.
However, while Lysippos’s statues were made
Again, we encounter the same problem that
of bronze, the bases on which they stood were
arises with the Vatican scraper: How do we
made of stone, and a handful of these have
reconcile the strength of the literary record
come down to us. Bases clearly bearing the
with the murkiness of the material record?
inscribed signature of Lysippos have been
While we only possess one ancient reference
found at several Greek sites, including Delphi,

H U M A N I T A S
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Corinth, and Thebes. The dedicatory inscription on the Delphi base indicates that it once
supported a statue of a Theban general. On
historical grounds, the inscription can be tightly dated to between 364 and 362 BC, making
the missing bronze the earliest-known example
of Lysippos’s work. Even though the statue is
long gone, the base tells us that Lysippos was
executing portraits of influential men well before his association with Alexander.

Agias might have been a contemporary adaptation of Lysippos’s bronze Agias from Pharsalos. If this were the case, we would have in
the Delphi Agias a marble copy of a Lysippan
bronze, executed just a few years after the
original—possibly even under the supervision
of Lysippos himself. Both the bronze and the
marble versions would have been dedicated in
the 330s BC—right at the heart of the artist’s
career.

A base from Corinth bears the brief inscription “Lysippos made this.” Though its original
context is unknown, some have suggested that
it once stood near the racetrack used in the
Isthmian Games. There is a good chance that
the base—dated by its letterforms to around
340 BC—once supported a statue of an athletic victor. If we believe Pliny’s statement
that Lysippos had been sculpting portraits of
Alexander from his boyhood—around the
340’s BC—then the Corinth base suggests that
Lysippos still found time for less prestigious
commissions when he wasn’t employed by
kings and generals.

Along with the Vatican scraper, the Delphi
Agias is generally regarded as one of the statues most securely linked to Lysippos. The key
difference between the two is that while the
scraper’s attribution is based on the passage
in Pliny’s Natural History, the Agias attribution is based solely upon archaeological evidence—no ancient author mentions it.

Ironically, while one of the most securely attributed extant statues receives no mention in
ancient sources, two of the most celebrated
Lysippan works remain more or less invisible in the material record. During his Persian
conquest, Alexander commissioned a statue
Perhaps the most important base bearing the
group to commemorate his victory at the River
stamp of Lysippos comes from Pharsalos in
Granikos. Referred to as “Alexander’s SquadThessaly. Though the base itself has been lost, ron” by Pliny, the monument is said to have
parts of its inscription had been recorded as
included 25 life-size equestrian soldiers who
early as 1811. The surviving letters tell us that fell in the battle. Conveyed to Rome in 148
the base supported a statue of Agias—a fifthBC, it has since vanished without trace. Art
century ancestor of a fourth-century Thessalian historically, it must have been an extremely
king. Fortuitously, this king dedicated a statue influential group, with individualized portraits
group at Delphi that also featured an Agias—a of 25 different mounted Macedonians, probstatue that has come down to us largely intact. ably in the heat of battle against their Persian
The Delphi group was executed in marble, but adversaries. No bronze sculptor had attempted
some scholars have suggested that the marble anything nearly as ambitious up to that point.
H U M A N I T A S
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Delphi Agias, photo by Jed Thorn
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Archaeologically, the group must have occusippos. Other ancient artists, though not as
pied a base that was truly massive—a base that heavily attested in the literary record, present
has somehow disappeared.
similar problems. How, then, does one study
an ancient artist? At first glance, this would
Another famous group, known to Pliny as
seem to be the logical turf of art historians.
“Alexander’s Hunt”, has been similarly eluHowever, a purely art-historical approach can
sive. The group was dedicated at Delphi, and
be treacherous when it fails to consider other
we can actually walk through the chamber that classes of evidence. Such investigations will
was built to house it. A Macedonian mosaic
sometimes take a few stylistic clues—Pliny’s
and some gems give an impression of what
canon for example—and stretch the evidence
the group may have looked like; but, like the
too far, creating a house of cards in which each
Granikos Monument, nothing of this group
tenuous attribution rests on the tenuous atsurvives—not even its base.
tribution made before it. Greek artists have a
tendency to magnetically attract extant statues,
Attempts to find confirmation of the literary
which often does more to confuse the picture
record in the material remains can be frustrat- than to clarify it.
ing. However, the two classes of evidence do
complement each other, despite the one-sidStylistic analysis is only a part of such a projedness of the equation. The archaeological
ect—and probably not the most important part.
evidence (such as signed statue bases) shows
One of my hopes for this discussion was that
that Lysippos’s activity was largely confined
it would show that the study of Lysippos is
to mainland Greece. He appears to be a rather interdisciplinary by necessity. No single class
unambitious carver of single male figures—
of evidence will do the job on its own. But by
primarily a sculptor of athletes and regional
combining philological, archaeological, and
military men. When we include the distribuart historical methods, we can understand how
tion of statue dedications mentioned in ancient Lysippos’s art was experienced in the ancient
literature, a different picture emerges. We get a world—not just what he made and what it
colossal group of Zeus and Herakles in South
looked like. By using all the evidence at our
Italy, Alexander’s 25-figure war memorial in
disposal to understand the way ancient art was
Macedonia. This integrated picture suggests
experienced, we can—at least for a while—set
that Lysippos may have begun his career exaside our disciplinary affinities and focus on
ecuting male portraits for mainland-Greek
being classicists.
clients; then, as his reputation grew, his work
started to take him further afield, with more
The new Ohio Classical
adventurous commissions executed for more
Conference website
demanding clients.
The methodological hoops and pitfalls discussed in this paper do not apply only to Ly-

http://www.xavier.edu/OCC
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Evidence for the Reconstruction of Athens
after the Persian Destruction of 479 B.C.
▪ Kathleen Lynch, University of Cincinnati, kathleen.lynch@uc.edu

A

year ago we watched tragedy unfold in
New Orleans as the city suffered natural
and human inflicted devastation in the wake
of Hurricane Katrina. A year later, the city
remains a shadow of its former self, and
residents struggle to resume lives or define
new ones. Being a person who sometimes
spends more time in the ancient world than
modern one, I was struck by the timelessness
of the tragedy of destruction and the drama
of recovery. This paper is a contemplation of
an ancient city, Athens, trying to recover its
identity after a manmade tragedy, the Persian
Wars. In the case of Athens, we know how
the story turned out, and the result of the
recovery was the “Golden Age of Greece.”
If my historical tale has any value today, it is
a testament to the human spirit to overcome
devastation and rebuild on a new scale
inconceivable by earlier generations.
Let us turn to ancient Athens: In 479 B.C.
the Persians sacked the city of Athens
during the second of the Persian Wars. The
Athenians knew the Persians were coming,
and, persuaded by the statesman Themistokles, the inhabitants evacuated the city.
Aelius Aristides, writing six centuries after
the event, could still capture the emotional
trauma of the evacuation, emotions that could
easily be those of the folks from New Orleans:

….some people had to be left behind, and the
whole situation was almost as if the city had
been taken by storm; for no one could foresee
the future, and hope was faint and uncertain,
and what was actual was the loss of their city
and possessions and all familiar things. And
they were not even going to the same exile, but there was separation of fathers from
children, and husbands from wives, and every
circumstance that is terrible to hear of, and
how much more terrible to live through! And
there are stories of how the dogs howled at
being left behind, and, with other pet animals,
followed people down to the shore, causing
great distress (In Defense of the Four, 251).
But, unlike New Orleans, Athens had an
evacuation plan that worked. Greece would
go on to win the war, the Persians fled, and
the confidence of the Greek victory propelled
the culture to its greatest height, the Classical
period with Athens at its helm. But, that is
the big picture. What about the human scale
of recovery?
Both literary and archaeological evidence
provide insight on the recovery process at
Athens, and I believe we can see in the urban
renewal some lessons still relevant today.
First the literary evidence: Herodotus tells us
that the Persian general Mardonius, upon his
retreat from Athens, “utterly overthrew whatH U M A N I T A S
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ever wall or house or temple was left standing” (9.13). Thucydides (1.89.3) describes
what the Athenians found upon their return
to the city after the Battle of Plataia: “…only
short stretches of the circuit wall had been left
standing, and most of the houses were in ruins;
though a few survived, in which the Persian
nobles themselves had quartered.” Thucydides
goes on to tell us that the first order of business
was to rebuild the city walls (1.90.3; 1.93.2)
and that private houses, along with public
buildings, were plundered for usable building
materials to repair the walls (1.90.3, 1.93.2).
The “Ball Player Relief,” which was the base
of a dedication, and this grave monument, both
excavated from the post-Persian War wall, attest to scrounging for building material.

even today. There is certain archaeological evidence that the wells were still functioning after
the war. Closing your private well is a major
loss of a resource. We do not know exactly
what motivated the homeowners to fill in their
wells, but we can make some guesses. The
broken and burnt pottery, rooftiles, and other
debris attests that the Persians were inside the
houses. It is possible that the homeowners
took this violation, manifested in the destruction, as pollution, or miasma; and water is particularly susceptible to the effects of miasma.
They may have closed the wells because they
perceived of the water as tainted or no longer
potable. It is also possible that the Persians
did poison the wells, although we have no
physical evidence for it at this time. There
are no animal carcasses or plugs of dirt chokOther archaeological evidence illustrates
ing the wells, but I have speculated elsewhere
the recovery in both the private and public
that the Persians may have poisoned the wells
spheres. For the private sphere, archaeological by using them as latrines or dumping horse
excavation sheds some insight on the psychol- feces down them. In the future it is hoped that
ogy of rebuilding. At the Agora excavations
archaeobotanical evidence will elucidate these
we have excavated the domestic zone that
possibilities.
surrounded the open public square. This plan
The contents of the wells tell more of the
shows the state of development of the area of
story. We find vast amounts of broken pottery,
the Agora at the time of the Persian invasion.
To date we have found 22 wells and pits filled but a surprising amount of that pottery mends
up complete. That is, perfectly usable whole
with debris associated with the clean-up after
vessels were discarded by throwing them
the Persian destruction. These are something
down the wells. This is apparent by looking
like ancient landfills. What interests us today
at a sample of pottery from the wells. These
are the 16 wells. In Archaic Athens, it was
typical for a house to have a private well in its are nearly complete objects with their delicate
handles and feet intact. Again, we may have
courtyard. Thus, in most cases, each of these
here evidence of the perception of miasma,
wells represents a house. So 16 households
filled in their private water sources during the pollution. The homeowner may have thrown
this pottery away to rid the house of objects
process of rebuilding after the war. This is a
that the Persians had touched. Not only were
very significant observation. Greece is a dry
the wells closed, usable pottery discarded, but
land plagued by drought and water shortages
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in six cases houses experienced a significant
change of floor plan that resulted in the wells
being covered over by new floors or even
walls. In five cases, it appears that the households approached the clean-up with a desire
for a “clean slate,” to start over from scratch.
Professor T. Leslie Shear, Jr. in his discussion
of the Persian destruction wells, says,
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forward by erasing as much of the past as they
could.

For a picture of recovery in the public sphere,
let us turn to the sacred heart of Athens. The
Acropolis also documents both clean-up and
revival. At the time of the Persian invasion, a
new temple to Athena was under construction
on the acropolis, the Pre-Parthenon. This is
In every one of these five cases, however, the
one of the unfinished column drums; you can
builders of the Classical period took no cogsee that the fluting has not been completed.
nizance whatsoever of the location of Archaic The Persians burnt this building, and they topwells, … as if they set their new structures
pled dedicatory statues. The statues, including
upon a tabula rasa from which the Archaic pre- some of the most famous of the Archaic korai,
decessors had been quite literally swept away were buried in debris pits on the acropolis;
(“The Persian Destruction of Athens,” Hespe- again, like a landfill. Architectural elements
ria 62 [1993], p. 406).
from the destroyed Pre-Parthenon were built
into the north Acropolis wall visible from the
In the example of well J 2:4, the well was in
Agora, the civic heart of the city. These arthe open courtyard of a Late Archaic house,
chitectural blocks, then, reminded Athenians
then after the destruction, the well was closed of the devastation and impiety of the invaders,
and the courtyard transformed into a roofed
and thus acted as a memorial.
suite of rooms. This house maintained the
same exterior footprint, and only its interior
This brings us to one of the most debated
floor plan was altered. Interestingly, rebuildhistorical documents of antiquity, the Oath
ing in the city center followed the existing
of Plataia. Purportedly, after the battle of
street plan, but in the port town of Piraeus, a
Plataia, the Greeks, as a group, agreed not to
new grid plan was established, creating a more rebuild temples destroyed by the Persians as
orderly street system with houses that look like a memory of the invasion and impiety of the
modern row houses.
barbarians. There is evidence, however, that
the “document” itself is a 4th century B.C.
In sum, archaeological evidence from the
fabrication, that is, concocted over 100 years
private sphere shows a pattern of beginning
after the wars as a way to justify later action;
anew, after a purge of the old. This pattern
nevertheless, archaeological evidence does
may reveal the emotions of homeowners com- document that many temples in Attica reing to terms with the devastation and violation mained in ruins for decades after the Persian
wrought by the foreign “barbarian.” Even
Wars. Thucydides describes these ruins as a
if miasma was not the cause, the homeownregular reminder to the Greeks of a threat still
ers used the opportunity to renovate, to move
potent, but they also stood as memorials to
H U M A N I T A S
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the destruction. For the first few decades after
the war, it seemed important to commemorate
the destruction as a means of coping. Thirty
years after the war, Athens was ready to commemorate the living. In the mid-5th century
B.C., Athens chose to build a bigger and better
Parthenon as a sign of its recovery and present
glory.
Commemoration as a coping mechanism is
another universal emotion relevant to our own
time that I see paralleled in the selection of a
design for the World Trade Center memorial.
The memorial has stalled over many things,
including a debate over memorializing life or
death. Do we commemorate the lives of the
victims or the destruction of that day? Do we
look backward or forward in time? By keeping their temples in ruins, the Greeks chose to
memorialize death in order to inspire life.
Indeed, after much debate, it appears that
Michael Arad and Peter Walker’s monument,
“Reflecting Absence,” achieves the same goal:
memorializing the death of the victims and the
atrocity of the event, and like the Greeks, the
enemy is not mentioned, only implied through
the damage wrought. The squares of falling
water occupy the footprints of the missing
towers. But note something: For the Greeks,
the process of memorializing the destruction was but the first step in full recovery. By
the mid-5th century B.C., they were ready to
transform their memorial to destruction to a
commemoration of Greek culture. The Parthenon we know and love is a celebration of the
virtues of Greek culture over the barbaric easterners; a message that was expressed repeat-
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edly in the artistic program of the building.
So, the present World Trade Center memorial
may be but the first step in emotional recovery; I do not think we will see a celebration of
American life at the expense of our enemies,
but there will be a second step of societal healing, one that reflects renewed confidence, but
we are not ready for that yet, just as the Greeks
took thirty years to be ready.
This short overview has shown that, after the
Persian destruction of Athens, the inhabitants
returned to their city and invested in repairing
infrastructure first, while homeowners worked
on repairs to their houses as they could. Homeowners must have wrestled with feelings
of pollution and violation, because they threw
away useable household possessions and
rebuilt their houses on new lines. The repair
of temples was put off as a monument to the
impiety of the barbarian invaders, but in the
blush of mid-century confidence, even this
vow could be ignored to make way for the
construction of the Parthenon. By this point,
the city had recovered its dignity and was
ready to redefine itself.
I realize that there are significant differences in
the nature of the ancient and modern tragedies
I have discussed here. What I hope I have illustrated, though, is that the human condition
is a constant, and that just as the people of the
Gulf Coast struggle with rebuilding their lives,
so too did the Athenians struggle to rebuild
their families and livelihoods. And just as
we today struggle to find an appropriate commemoration for the tragedy of September 11th
2001, so too did the Athenians struggle with
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the commemoration of the Persian Wars. The
Athenians used the opportunity to chart a new
course, and they recognized that what is considered an appropriate commemoration could
change with time. In studying the ancient
world we find ourselves; and in the tragedy of
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the Persian sack of Athens we find traces of
emotions that remind us that nothing is new.
And, perhaps we can find inspiration in the
spirit of Athenians who persevered by respecting and honoring the past but not by being
mired in it. Easier said than done.

DO YOU BELONG TO CAMWS?
The Classical Association of the Middle West and South (CAMWS) is an
organization of university, college, secondary, and elementary teachers of
Latin, Greek, and classical antiquity. CAMWS publishes the quarterly Classical Journal, issues a Newsletter three times a year, and holds an annual conference in the spring. Institutional memberships are also available.
OCC members have a great reason to join CAMWS this year: the annual
conference is taking place in Ohio! CAMWS meets from Wednesday to Saturday, April 11-14, at the Hilton Netherland Plaza Hotel in Cincinnati. A
preliminary program is available at http://www.camws.org/meeting/2007/.
Various panels address topics such as classical literature, language, history,
archaeology, religion, pedagogy, classical tradition, and classics in media.
In addition, the CAMWS Committee for the Promotion of Latin regularly
makes awards to help support a variety of projects. Further information is
available at: http://department.monm.edu/classics/CPL/Grants/CPLFundingProcedure.htm
For further information about all CAMWS activities, please see the CAMWS
website at http://www.camws.org/.
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Ohio Classical Conference
Annual Latin Week – Folder Cover Design Contest
For students enrolled in Latin, Greek, or Classics courses
Purpose: Students are challenged to create an original design for a folder cover that educates
their school and community about the importance and relevance of Latin, Greek, and/or Classics.
Participation: Students may participate in one of three divisions, as follows:
1. Middle School (grades 5–8)
2. High School, Level I (grades 9–10)
3. High School, Level II (grades 11–12)
Requirements: In order for the judge to consider a design, students must meet the following criteria:
1. Designs must be 8 ½” x 11”. Please indicate the desired color of the lettering and the
background.
2. Designs must be original.
3. Two copies of each design must be submitted, each with a copy of the Application Form.
Teachers can make copies of the Application Form as needed. Students should place their
names and school information on the Application Form, not on the design itself. Please attach
the Application Form to the design.
4. Only five different designs may be submitted by a school in any single division.
5. The teacher of the competing school must be a member of the Ohio Classical Conference.
6. All designs become property of the Ohio Classical Conference and will not be returned.
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Criteria for Judging:
1. VISUAL IMPACT: Does the design have visual impact? Is it neat and well presented? Is
the design appropriate for a folder cover?
2. VERBAL IMPACT: Does the message promote the Classics? Is the wording correct, appealing, and memorable? Were Latin or Greek words used correctly?
3. CREATIVITY: Is the design original? Did the student show imagination
Prizes: First and second place winners in each category will win a set of twenty folders with
their designs. The first place winner will also receive a monetary award.
First prize:
Second prize:

20 folders with design of the winner + monetary awards
20 folders with design of the second-place winner

Use of Winning Design: Winning folder designs will be displayed, publicly recognized, and
available for sale at the next annual meeting of the Ohio Classical Conference. The winners
will also be announced in a future edition of Humanitas, the newsletter of the Ohio Classical
Conference.
Deadline: All entries must be postmarked by Friday, May 18, 2007.
Submission: Send all entries to:
Gwen Compton-Engle
Department of Classical & Modern Languages
John Carroll University
20700 N. Park Blvd.
University Heights, OH 44118
e-mail: gcomptonengle@jcu.edu

The new Ohio Classical Conference website
http://www.xavier.edu/OCC
Thanks to Ed Cueva and Xavier University, the Ohio Classical Conference now has a
new website at http://www.xavier.edu/OCC. This site includes information regarding
upcoming annual meetings, OCC scholarships, and an archive of prior issues of Humanitas
in PDF format. Please consult the membership and email directories and add or correct
your information as appropriate. Thanks!
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Ohio Classical Conference
Annual Latin Week – Folder Cover Design Contest
2006–2007 School Year
Student’s Name: ________________________________________________
Home Address: ________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________

Check the division in which this design is to be entered:
_____ Middle School (grades 5–8)
_____ High School, Level I (grades 9–10)
_____ High School, Level II (grades 11–12)
School Name:		

________________________________________________

School Address: ________________________________________________
City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________
Teacher’s Name: ________________________________________________
Teacher’s Address:

________________________________________________

City, State, Zip: ________________________________________________
Teacher’s phone: ________________________________________________
Teacher’s e-mail:

________________________________________________
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